The aim of this paper is to discuss potential advances in PET kinetic models and direct reconstruction of kinetic parameters. As a prominent example we focus on a typical task in perfusion imaging and derive a system of transport-reaction-diffusion equations, which is able to include macroscopic flow properties in addition to the usual exchange between arteries, veins, and tissues. For this system we propose an inverse problem of estimating all relevant parameters from PET data. We interpret the parameter identification as a nonlinear inverse problem, for which we formulate and analyze variational regularization approaches. For the numerical solution we employ gradient-based methods and appropriate splitting methods, which are used to investigate some test cases.
Introduction
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclear medical imaging technique, used to visualize and quantify metabolic and physiological processes in the human body. The use of F-FDG PET is a widely established method to quantify metabolism, e.g., in tumors, but other investigations based on different tracers are still far from daily clinical use, although they offer great opportunities due to their inherent dynamical structure. For certain tracers yielding appropriate quality data at a reasonable time scale, kinetic modelling is an established technique based on estimating coefficients in ODE models from mean values of the activity in large regions of interest (cf. [35] ). For data of lower quality, e.g. in tracers like H O with low half-life (fast decay), novel approaches based on the direct reconstruction of parameters from PET data instead of an intermediate image reconstruction step has evolved as a promising tool recently (cf. [4, 5] ), at least for preclinical investigations. The advances in direct reconstruction, with the time evolution of activity distributions constrained by a system of ODEs in subregions, raises the hope to obtain more detailed local pictures of physiological parameters like perfusion. An obvious benefit of imaging spatial variance in perfusion is that local defects can be detected and even quantified. However, with the localization the simple modelling by ODEs becomes questionable, in particular transport effects need to be taken into account and are not averaged out as in large regions of interest.
Here we present a model-based approach to overcome those difficulties. We derive a set of partial differential equations able to represent the kinetic behavior of H O PET tracers during cardiac perfusion. As in kinetic ODE models, we rely on a homogenized formulation, i.e. we do not resolve the single arteries, veins or even capillaries in the tissue region, and take into account the exchange of materials between artery, tissue and vein. The main difference to those models is the addition of transport and diffusion terms to take into account the local flow behavior. This model predicts the tracer activity if the reaction rates, velocities, and diffusion coefficients are known, but again we are interested in the inverse problem of identifying those distributed parameters. Under a natural stationary flow assumption those parameters are only spatially dependent, but constant in time. In this way the inverse problem from dynamic data becomes hopefully overdetermined, which raises the hope to obtain decent reconstructions even for bad data statistics.
Using a model encoded in an operator G mapping parameters p to a time evolution of activity u, we can formulate the dynamic inverse problem in PET as
where K is the forward operator of the PET imaging system (the Radon transform), f(t) is a sequence of measured PET data on a domain Σ. We assume that the idealized exact data satisfy
for some exact parameter p * , but indeed in each detector we are given data in the form
where ℘(z) denotes a Poisson random variable with expectation z. The parameter vector p consists of spatially dependent diffusion coefficients, velocities, and certain reaction rates in a system of partial differential equations of the form
The model describes the transport and kinetics of tracers in different blood compartments and will be discussed in detail in Section 2, it is somehow the simplest case of kinetic model in PET The parameter-tosolution operator G will map the diffusion coefficients D i , the velocities v i and the reaction rates a ij (with certain restrictions) to the overall tracer density u = ∑ i C i , a function of space and time.
The state-of-the art approach for solving problems with statistical noise models is a Bayesian formulation, in particular MAP (maximum a-posteriori probability estimation, cf. [14] ), which in our case yields a minimization problem of the form (cf. [27, 29, 33] )
where R is a regularization functional, which in our case incorporates smoothness and a-priori information about typical values of parameters. We will in detail investigate the properties of the forward operator and the variational scheme when G is the solution operator of a system of partial differential equations with linear diffusion, transport and reaction terms, where p is the vector of spatially distributed parameters in such models. Moreover, we discuss appropriate schemes for the numerical solution, based on splitting of the PET forward operator and the PDE constraint, which allows to use well-established techniques for the subproblems of image reconstruction (split into different time steps) and the parameter identification problem. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the novel PDE-based forward model and analyze its basic properties. In Section 3 we discuss the nonlinear inverse problem of estimating parameters from PET data, with particular focus on its variational regularization. In Section 4 we state the basic ingredients for our numerical solution methods, which we apply in some test cases in Section 5. In Section 6 we present some conclusions followed the appendix, where we present the calculation of the adjoint equations.
Three-component reaction-diffusion model
In the following we introduce our macroscopic model of cardiovascular perfusion and provide a basic mathematical analysis.
Standard tracer kinetic modelling in PET is based on compartmental models (see [7, 35] ). In a PET image sequence, fixed spatial compartments are areas defined by the concentration of a radioactive tracer (called activity) that is a temporal function. As a way of describing the interaction between these compartments one associates a constant capable to represent the velocity of absorption, diffusion of the radioactive tracer used during the PET scan. Thus data concerning the rate at which radioactive tracer is metabolized in the region of interest can be associated with temporal dynamics of the tracer in each compartment [7] . This standard approach yields an estimation problem for a finite number of parameters in a system of ODEs (or often just a nonlinear fitting problem since the ODE system can be solved explicitly).
The kinetics of F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) and H O are typical examples modelled by compartmental schemes (cf. [10, 23] ). N-Ammonia (cf. [8, 12, 31] ) and H O (cf. [1, 16, 20, 28, 32] ) are the usual tracers used to estimate regional myocardial blood perfusion. In [21] a two-compartmental model and in [17, 18] a three-compartmental model are applied to the analysis of myocardial PET images. Direct reconstruction of distributed parameters in compartmental models from PET data are discussed, e.g., in [3] [4] [5] 15] .
We now derive our spatially distributed model for the kinetic behavior of H O PET tracers during cardiac perfusion. Let Ω ⊂ ℝ be a bounded domain representing the relevant region on which the image and parameters are to be reconstructed and let t ∈ [ , T]. We think of x ∈ Ω as a macroscopic variable homogenizing microscopic flow patterns. The following processes are modelled in perfusion:
• Activity is transported to the tissue region in arteries.
• Inside the tissue, small capillaries are transporting blood, which is usually referred to as perfusion.
• Activity is transported out of the tissue region in veins.
• The tracer in any region is subject to radioactive decay with rate k . For our model it is hence natural to describe the tracer activity by three parts, namely those in arteries, veins, and in tissue (capillaries). Hence, we have
(2.1)
To each of the concentrations we associate a local velocity V A , V V , V T , respectively, and a local diffusion
Those can be thought of as homogenized quantities at the relevant scale for our reconstruction, in particular for the microscopic capillaries. In principle we need to expect an anisotropic diffusion this way, but since we are rather interested in strong transport and only small corrections by diffusion we restrict our interest to isotropic diffusion, in particular with the goal of subsequent parameter identification. In addition we model the exchange of activities from arteries into tissue (as a linear reaction with rate k ), from tissue into veins (with rate k ) and from veins into arteries (with rate k ). The latter is rather an idealization to close the model in larger domains than the heart. Thus, we obtain the system
where k is given by the radioactive decay of the tracer.
Using the notation
5)
the system can be written in vectorial form as
is supplemented by boundary conditions
where Γ denotes an inflow part of the boundary (as well as isolated parts where j on = 0) and n is the normal vector.
Since the tracer is injected into arteries, the typical initial conditions to be considered are
for x ∈ Ω, with a given initial distribution C .
Existence and uniqueness of solutions
We shall look for a weak solution
for given parameters in a set
We shall below use the notation
for the vector of all parameters. Moreover, throughout the whole paper we make the following assumptions concerning boundary and initial conditions without further notice:
• j on ∈ L ( , T; H − / (Γ)) and ⟨j on , φ⟩ ≥ for the trace of every nonnegative function φ ∈ L ( , T; H (Ω)).
Standard techniques for parabolic systems (cf. [9] ) yield the following basic results for the solution:
The proof of existence and uniqueness follows closely the variational approach for linear parabolic evolution problems in [9] . Nonnegativity of the solutions can be inferred by applying a standard parabolic maximum principle to each of the equations (cf. e.g. [11] ), noticing that the source terms depending on the other concentrations are nonnegative. We refer to [24] for full details of the proofs.
Continuous dependence and differentiability
In order to define the nonlinear forward operator G, we first introduce the parameter to solution map in the form
which is well defined by Theorem 2.1. Based on S we obtain the map G = ( , , ) ⋅ S as
A direct estimate based on the properties of the parabolic system yields the following result (cf. [24] ):
Proposition 2.2. The map S and consequently G is locally Lipschitz-continuous.
The proof is simply based on the fact thatĈ = S(p ) − S(p ) solves
with appropriate boundary conditions. Since the operator on the left-hand side is the same as in the original proof of existence and uniqueness, we can verify the continuous dependence of the solution
on the right-hand side in L ( ; H − (Ω)) . Thus, it suffices to estimate the corresponding norm of the above right-hand side in terms of norms of C 2 and p − p , which is straight-forward using Sobolev embeddings. We refer to [24] for details. A similar, but more lengthy calculation yields the differentiability of the forward map (cf. again [24] for details):
being the unique weak solution of the system
with matricesD,K, and tensorṼ constructed from
in the same way asD,K, and tensorṼ above homogeneous initial conditions and boundary conditions
The inverse problem and its variational regularization
We now turn our attention to the inverse problem (1.1) respectively the noisy version with Poisson data. The inversion can be considered as two subproblems, namely the reconstruction of an activity evolution u from f , which is a standard image reconstruction problem at each time step t, and the solution of the parameter identification problem G(p) = u for given u.
The regularization and numerical solution of the inverse problem is carried out for the full problem for the following rationale: in the case of bad data statistics stationary reconstructions at single time intervals yield results of inferior quality, and regularization at the level of the image u thus yields a too strong bias, which is unnecessary since one can use a model for the time evolution instead. More natural regularizations at the level of the parameters can thus be incorporated, which better correspond to the available prior knowledge.
The PET forward operator can be thought of as the x-ray transform (cf. [22] ), but in real-life applications it becomes a more complicated operator including several corrections, e.g. for scattering and positron range (cf. [35] ). Here we are not interested in these issues and the detailed structure of the operator K, but simply make the following assumption on K (let Σ ⊂ ℝ be a bounded domain representing the relevant region):
As mentioned above we use a Tikhonov-type regularization approach (1.2) with u = G(p) to compute stable approximations of the solution of (1.1) with exact data f * . We will compute a minimizer of the form
(3.1)
A subproblem we want to consider is the parameter identification problem
with given activity v and a positive weight function ω, which will also appear as a subproblem in our numerical approach based on operator splitting as we shall see below.
It remains to specify the typical regularization functionals we want to employ in the reconstruction, which we shall discuss in the following and then proceed to the analysis of (3.1) respectively (3.2).
Choice of regularization functionals
The main a-priori information that can be used for choosing regularization functionals are • typical values for some of the parameters, e.g., diffusion coefficients.
• spatial smoothness of the parameters at least inside organs. For this sake it seems natural to construct a regularization functional as follows:
where D measures a distance from prior values p * and E is a convex energy penalizing large values of the gradient of p. In the simplest case one can use quadratic functionals, i.e.
with weights β i and γ i , which we shall also use for our numerical tests below. We make the assumption that
for some r > , where the effective domain is given by
Note that under the above condition we also have compactness of the level sets in L (Ω) . Moreover, we assume that p → ∫ Ω D(p; p * ) dx is weakly lower semicontinuous with respect to weak convergence in W ,r (Ω) , which is true, e.g., if D is convex.
Analysis of the variational regularization
In the following we provide a brief analysis of the well-posedness of the regularization problem. Most arguments are in line with the analysis of Tikhonov regularization nonlinear operator equations in Banach spaces, which has been worked out in [34] in the case of the Poisson data fidelity. Proof. Let p m be a weakly convergent sequence with limit p. Then we see from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 that there exists a unique solution for any p m ∈ D p . Moreover, we have a linear parabolic system with drift and diffusion coefficient uniformly bounded in L ∞ (Ω). Moreover, the Sobolev Embedding Theorem guarantees that for weakly convergent sequences in W ,r (Ω) we obtain strong convergence and hence boundedness in L (Ω). This implies that the reaction coefficients k i are uniformly bounded in L (Ω), which finally yields by a standard argument (cf. [9, Chapter 5]) that the activity C m = S(p m ) is uniformly bounded in W.
Hence, there exists a weakly convergent subsequence, which converges strongly in L ( , T; L (Ω)) by the Aubin-Lions Lemma (cf. [30] ). We now verify that the limit of every such subsequence is S(p), which implies the convergence of the original sequence C m due to uniqueness of the limit of subsequences.
To do so, we have to show that weak solutions of (2.2)-(2.8) with parameter p m converge to weak solutions with parameter p, the uniqueness result in Theorem 2.1 then finishes the argument. For brevity we carry out the analysis only for (2.2), whose weak formulation is given by
. We first carry out the limit for φ ∈ C (Ω). We obtain because of weak convergence of C m
Thus, we may pass to the limit in all terms on the left-hand side of the weak formulation. Since the right-hand side is a continuous affinely linear functional of C m A , we can immediately pass to the limit. Thus, we conclude
for all φ ∈ C (Ω). As the final step, we use that D p is closed under the above convergence of p m . For p ∈ D p it is straight-forward to see that both the left-and right-hand side can be extended to continuous linear functionals of φ on H (Ω), which allows to apply a closure argument and to see that indeed C is the unique weak solution of (2.2)-(2.8).
The weak closedness of the forward operator is the main ingredient to establish the lower semicontinuity of the functional J. The remaining steps are immediate, since both the data term is convex as a function of u and the regularization functional R is weakly lower semicontinuous due to the above assumptions: We have established weak lower semicontinuity and boundedness of level sets of J. With the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem (cf. [25] ) the latter implies the following existence result: An analogous result can be obtained for the parameter identification subproblem, which will be useful to justify our numerical approach below. The above weak compactness and lower semicontinuity are the key ingredients to verify stability of the regularization with respect to perturbations of f at fixed α, respectively convergence of the regularization as f → Ku * and α → with a suitable condition between α and the noise level with techniques developed in [26] . We omit the quite technical arguments here and refer to [24] for further details.
Numerical solution
In the following we discuss the numerical solution of the inverse problem (1.1) respectively the regularized version (3.1). We will first discuss the overall minimization and then proceed to a more detailed discussion of the parameter identification problem and its discretization.
Minimization methods
A basic paradigm for the construction of minimization methods is to avoid solutions of systems with the complicated operator K, whose discretization can correspond to a non-sparse matrix that one would like to avoid. Moreover, we try to avoid the solution of complicated systems for the activity distribution in spacetime, but rather try to find a splitting such that stationary image reconstruction steps can be computed. For this reason we employ an operator splitting similar to previous investigations in PET and related problems (cf. [6, 27] ), which can use the well-known EM-iteration as a first part, i.e. with u k = G(p k ),
In the second half-step we use a backward splitting step of the form
The optimality condition for the latter is
Inserting the first half-step yields
which confirms the consistency with the optimality conditions. The major advantage of the above minimization approach is that available efficient methods can be used for the first half-step, and a more standard parameter identification problem of the form (3.2) is to be solved in the second half-step, which can be performed by standard gradient-type methods, e.g., steepest descent or quasi-Newton methods. In our case we use a variant of a projected gradient method for the regularization functional (3.3) . The derivative of
where R(p) defined as in (3.3) with γ i = γ is given by
where we use a vectorial notation βp = (β i p i ). In particular, the last term involving the Laplacian of p would necessitate high damping and hence slow convergence in a standard gradient method we therefore use forward-backward splitting approach again, computing in a subiteration first a solution of (with damping parameter η)
To compute the derivative, we first need to solve the forward model for given p j k yielding G(p j k ). To subsequently compute G ὔ (p j k ) * (ω k (G(p j k ) − u k+ )), we use an adjoint method (cf. [13] ). For detailed computations we refer to [24] , the adjoint equations are stated in the appendix. In order to numerically implement the iteration we need appropriate discretizations of the PDE models, which we discuss in the following.
Discretization of the differential equations
In the following we discuss the discretization of the model, for the sake of simplicity restricting ourselves to the spatially two-dimensional case, which is later also used in our computational tests. The extension to three dimensions is straight-forward. For the time discretization of system (2.2)-(2.4) we use an operator splitting approach common for reaction-diffusion systems. In addition, we use alternating directions implicit (ADI) splitting for the spatial derivatives. To provide a detailed discussion, we write the system as
and each element corresponds to diagonal matrices. We discretize the system on a time grid t k = kτ for a time step τ > and use the notation C τ for the time discrete solution. With an ADI splitting of spatial derivatives and reaction terms we obtain
In space we use a finite difference (or equivalently finite volume) method with stabilization to obtain robustness for the case of dominant convection we are interested in. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) can be discretized with the Scharfetter-Gummel scheme (cf. [2] ), which is a variant of upwind schemes that has the advantage that all coefficients remain differentiable with respect to the parameters. For further details we refer to [24] . Equation (4.3) can directly be solved in each grid point.
The adjoint equations (see Appendix), which are a system of transport-reaction-diffusion equations as well, are discretization in an analogous manner such that they are finally the discrete adjoint of the discretized forward model.
Numerical results
In the following we present the results of two numerical tests on synthetic data, with the aim of estimating the potential of the nonlinear reconstruction approach. We use an operator K as a given matrix (size × ) corresponding to a slice in a real PET scanner. A spatial discretization into × = pixels is chosen to match the operator resolution. The time step is chosen as τ = ⋅ − . Data are generated from forward simulations of the PDE system on fine grid with subsequent generation of Poisson noise, in that f is calculated by f = γ(Ku + n), for different values of γ. For further details we refer to [24] .
For the initial radioactive concentration C A in the artery we use the initial value
A simple first test is to consider constant parameters k , k and k (with a small random variation) in all pixels of the image, and their values of reconstruction are shown in Table 1 . In the following we report the results of two tests with local defects in perfusion, the most relevant clinical case. To simulate such regions, we locally set the parameters k and k to zero. Table 2 shows the input values for the simulation. The first column refers to the biological parameter to be reconstructed and the second column contains the adopted value for each parameter at the beginning of numerical simulation. For further comparisons we refer to [19, 35] , from where we deduced realistic values for all parameters. Here we also evaluate the behavior of radioactive flow on the region where k and k are equal to zero. Thus, in the above table, the symbol ( * ) refers to the fact that k and k are not considered constant across the region of interest. When k = k = , there is no exchange of materials from the artery to the tissue and from the tissue to the vein, and this means that the radioactive concentration (in this region) in the tissue and in the vein are zero.
Parameter Mean value of the reconstruction
k 0.8263 ± − (1/cm) k 0.6886 ± − (1/cm) k 0.8264 ± − (1/cm)
Parameter
Initial value 
Example 1: Small defects in perfusion
We start with the case of a small defect in a thin region close to the left (inflow) boundary and present the corresponding reconstruction of parameters. Since the reaction rates k i are the relevant ones for medical issues, we focus on them in the following. The reconstruction of k is almost constant (therefore the figure is omitted) with value . ± − /cm. Figures 1 and 2 refer to the reconstruction of biological parameters for real PET-data.
Example 2: Inner dead region
In the second case we consider a defect in smaller region in the interior. For the radioactive concentration C A in the artery we use the initial function given by equation (5.1) and use the time step τ = ⋅ − in the domain Ω. Again, the value of the reconstruction of k is almost constant (therefore the figure is omitted) with value .
± − /cm. Figures 3 and 4 refer to the reconstruction of biological parameters for realistic PET-data. As we can see, the fact that k and k are equal to zero in the center is reflected in the graphics that represent the radioactive concentrations in tissue and vein, which remains zero in the same place. The plots of velocities in Figures 5-7 confirm the idea that sensitivity of data with respect to those is lower and the reconstruction is more difficult. However, the errors made in the velocities seems not to affect the reconstruction of the defect regions too strongly. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a novel approach for quantitative PET, which is capable of computing parameter reconstructions in presence of flow conditions. We have derived a novel model and a detailed analysis indicating the feasibility, which is confirmed by first computational tests. At least the following two issues are highly relevant for further research: From the practical point of view the efficient computational realization in three spatial dimensions and realistic PET setups. From a theoretical point of view it is highly relevant to understand conditions for unique identifiability of all parameters, first discussions in this direction can be found in [24] .
A Adjoint equations
The purpose of this section is the development of the parameter identification problem to allow the calculation of all the biological parameters that composes the vector p. Thus, minimizing the function below (with the regularization added) we can find the values that correspond to the desired physiological parameters One must now calculate the optimality conditions to the problem, which means that all the partial Fréchetderivatives must be zero. Thus, we obtain
The optimality conditions for
,
We apply the Forward-Backward Splitting method for all parameters that composes the vector p to obtain A good choice of τ defines a significant speedup, because the dependence on the ill-posedness of the operator K (the ill-conditioning of the matrix that represents the discretization of K) can make the iterative scheme very slow. Table 3 shows all the regularization parameters for Example 1. The ( ⋅ ) * refers to a-priori knowledge in the regularization functional for each parameter of the problem. Whereas, for example, the velocity of the radioactive concentration in the artery has a typical value of V * A , we can regularize V A by
B Example 1: Small defects in perfusion -Regularization parameters
where α (values shown in the third column) denotes the regularization parameter, α ∈ ℝ + . Like the a-priori regularization we apply the Gradient regularization in each parameter independently. The regularization of the gradient is designed to ensure (guarantee) smoothness in space and time, adding a bound to the spatial gradients (∇k , ∇k , ∇k , ∇V A , ∇V T , ∇V V , ∇D A , ∇D T , ∇D V ). The regularization added to the terms is given by
with Φ ∈ Ω. Thus, the fourth column refers to the terms ξ for each biological parameter in the above equation. 
